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Museum restores Zhongshan
warship watches
Four pocket watches found
on the Zhongshan warship are
now back at the Zhongshan
Warship Museum after
undergoing a week of repair
work at the hands of experts of
the Nanjing Folklore Museum.

Sun Yat-sen commemorative watch

The four pocket watches
are part of the over 5,000
cultural relics found on the
Zhongshan warship. The warship
was named after Dr. Sun Yatsen (also Sun Zhongshan), the
great forerunner of the Chinese
Democratic Revolution. It was
bombed and sunk by the
Japanese army in the Defense
of Wuhan in 1938. In 1997,
the warship was salvaged from
the Yangtze River and is now
placed in the Zhongshan
Warship Museum.
It is said that the four
watches remained untouched

Restored watches

since they were discovered. It
was not until this year, the 80th
anniversary of the shipwreck of
the Zhongshan, that the
museum decided to bring these
relics back to life.
On April 26, the work on
the four watches was entrusted
to experts at the Nanjing
Folklore Museum. Preliminary
refurbishing efforts began
immediately. When experts
opened the watch lids, they
found river sediment that had
been there for 59 years. After
the repairs, two of the watches
work again, and the other two

have had their original
appearances restored.
A breakthrough about the
identity of one of the watches
emerged during the repair work.
The watch has the English word
"admiral" etched on its casing,
suggesting that it may have
belonged to then-captain Sa
Shijun.
Chen Zhongren, a watch
collector and expert who led the
repair work, donated a
commemorative watch for Sun
Yat-sen's inauguration as the
provisional president of China in
1911 to the museum.

"Wuhan Fashion Art
Festival" kicks off
By Bi Ting
The 2018 Wuhan Fashion Art Festival (WFAF) raised the curtain on
Red T-Fashion and Creative Block in Jianghan District on the evening
of May 2. This event lasted one week, during which activities like the
publication of excellent fashion design works of colleges, brand
unveilings of special designers, an X-SHOW, an award ceremony,
excellent works exhibition, a static cultural exhibition of intangible
cultural heritages and a creative car market were held.
As the eighth WFAF, this year's event promoted the integration of
colleges, cutting-edge designers, brands and the fashion block, and
encouraged new designers to settle down in Wuhan. The Red TFashion and Creative Block also plans to hold a Wuhan Fiber Art
Exhibition in June this year as well as a fashion photography
exhibition and an international fashion illustration exhibition in late
September.
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Musicians discuss new
"Right Here" version
By Huang Lijuan

"Right Here," a new song sung by
Han Lei recently at the Douyu
Carnival, portrays a poetic Wuhan. It
was not only widely discussed by
Wuhan people on WeChat Moments,
but also got millions of hits online. On
May 3, Ma Shangyou, a well-known
musician and the writer of "Right
Here," exchanged ideas with local
musicians in Wuhan. Various versions
of the song "Right Here," covering
jazz, chime plus string music, chorus,
and female versions, were discussed.
Musician Wu Ruilin proposed the
sound of chimes be introduced in the
prelude to the song before a large
symphony orchestra is integrated with
the vocals, chorus, and traditional
Chinese instruments. Sun Kangning, a
jazz piano teacher of Wuhan
Conservatory of Music suggested
adding saxophone and brass to form a
new jazz version.
Ma was overwhelmed by the
various creative ideas offered by local
musicians. "I've got the same feeling
for this song. I think there are still
lots of improvements to make," said
Ma.

VR recreates Wuchang in
Revolution of 1911
By Wang Huichun

A design exhibition featuring
creative works of undergraduate
universities in Wuhan was launched at
the 1911 Revolution Museum on April
28. Among the works, the "Virtual
Restoration of the Historical
Landscape of the Ancient City of
Wuchang," a design work by the
School of Architecture of Huazhong
University of Science and Technology,
became the center of attention.
Applying VR simulation
technology, this work restores the
100,000-square-kilometer ancient city
of Wuchang. With the Alarm Bell
Tower and the Aolue Tower as the
center, the Ancient City of Wuchang
extends northward to Wuchang
Hanyang Gate and southward to the
foot of the Snake Mountain. Wearing
the VR glasses, the audience feels as
if they are there in person, travelling
back to Wuchang in 1911, a year
featuring the surging waves of
revolution.
The exhibition will last until June
3.

